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It is no secret that the United States is in the 
middle of a scripted entertainment renaissance.1 

With high-speed Internet access becoming in-
creasingly ubiquitous across the nation, there has 
been an explosion of online services such as Hulu, 
Netfl ix, and iTunes helping media companies to 
spread their works farther and wider than ever 
before. This spike in demand for well-written 
content, however, also has exacerbated a problem 
that has existed within the entertainment industry 

for decades: the subversive dilution of intellectual 
property protections for source material authors. 
In his dissent to the Ninth Circuit’s 1993 decision 
in White v. Samsung Electronics America, now-Chief 
Justice Alex Kozinski famously remarked that, 
“for better or worse, we are the Court of Appeals 
for the Hollywood Circuit.”2 This oft-quoted 
observation neatly encapsulates the problem that 
author-plaintiff s face in litigating against studios 
for the misappropriation of their creative works; 
the law simply has become too friendly to Hol-
lywood interests, often at the expense of doctrinal 
clarity and equitable balance.

One need not look far to fi nd examples of 
how daunting such plaintiff -side litigation has 
become. In 2005, Matthew and Aaron Benay 
sued multiple defendants for unlawfully using 
their screenplay as the basis for a major motion 
picture (The Last Samurai), alleging infringe-
ment of copyright and breach of an implied-
in-fact contract.3 This coupling of claims has 
become a common one in the Ninth Circuit, 
in no small part because the copyright claims 
are almost never successful; a nearly unbro-
ken 20-year string of failed copyright lawsuits 
against fi lm and television studios in the Sec-
ond and Ninth Circuits stands as a harsh testa-
ment to that fact.4  This historical trend, which 
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currently shows no signs of changing course, leads 
inexorably to the conclusion that for such  plaintiff s’ 
purposes, copyright protection is virtually nonexis-
tent as a practical matter.

In 2010, the Ninth Circuit reaffi  rmed the above 
conclusion in Benay, holding that, “Stripped of [their] 
unprotected elements, [plaintiff ’s screenplay and defen-
dant’s fi lm] are not suffi  ciently similar to satisfy the 
extrinsic test” of copyright infringement.5 Although 
the works shared a near-identical (and quite unusual) 
premise with numerous other uncanny commonalities,6 
the court held the similarities too generic to be pro-
tected by copyright.7 The saving grace for the Benays 
was that the Ninth Circuit allowed their breach of 
 implied-in-fact contract claim to proceed to trial, not-
ing that “the analysis of similarity under an implied-
in-fact contract claim is diff erent from the analysis of a 
copyright claim;”8 more specifi cally, “because the claim 
is based in contract, unauthorized use [could] be shown 
by substantially similar elements that are not protected 
under copyright law.”9

The Benays’ victory proved short-lived, however. 
First, defendant Warner Brothers was dismissed from 
the lawsuit on what was eff ectively a technicality;10 
then, after a seven-day trial in April of 2012, a jury 
in  California’s Central District returned a unanimous 
verdict for the remaining defendants, fi nding that the 
Benays’ work had never been submitted in the first place, 
thereby rendering the issue of similarity between the 
works moot.11 This fi nding, it should be noted, con-
travened the Ninth Circuit’s own prior recitations of 
fact12 and was made despite the presence of numerous 
similarities that were highly probative of actual copying 
(such as identical titles and common historical inaccu-
racies, the latter of which was not mentioned in the 
Ninth Circuit’s opinion13).

Given this series of baffl  ing events, litigators must 
ask themselves a diffi  cult question: Are there any legal 
 doctrines that still give plaintiff s a realistic chance at 
protecting their work against unscrupulous copying 
within the entertainment industry?

The Continuing Decline of Copyright 
Claims in the Ninth Circuit

While Hollywood has been hard at wo rk in recent 
years championing stronger laws to battle the  consumptive 
infringement of copyrighted works,14 it also has had a 
remarkable track record in weakening the provisions of 
copyright law that protect against creative infringement. 
In over 50 such copyright infringement cases against 
studios and networks decided by courts in the Second 
and Ninth Circuits between 1990 and 2010, every fi nal 
decision handed down was in favor of the defendants.15 

This observation, striking to many, has a deceptively 
straightforward explanation:

The case law governing these actions simply 
has become so amorphous that for almost every 
principle of law favorable to creators, the courts 
have endorsed and applied an opposite principle. 
As a result, the determination of each case now 
rests almost entirely in the unfettered discretion 
of trial judges, who have consistently dismissed 
plaintiffs’ claims. Unless the current trend changes, 
longstanding principles once favorable to creators 
may be eclipsed by an evolving body of law so 
unfavorable to them that the studios and networks 
are essentially immunized from liability except in 
cases of identical copying and conceded access to 
the plaintiff ’s work.16

Despite pleas for the courts to consider what their 
shifting doctrines were doing to the inherent balance of 
copyright law,17 subsequent decisions between author-
plaintiff s and studio-defendants have continued to follow 
the judicial trend of fi ltering out all “individually unpro-
tected elements” of a plaintiff ’s work before conducting 
any extrinsic analysis of substantial similarity,18 essentially 
ignoring the long-standing “selection and arrangement” 
test of copyright in the process.19 In short, where it once 
was hoped the courts would heed calls for balance by try-
ing to exhume the body of creative copyright protection, 
they appear to be placing fl owers on its grave instead.

A typical example of this is 2011’s Wild v. NBC Uni-
versal, which concerned a graphic novelist suing the net-
work and production house that produced the television 
show Heroes for copyright infringement.20 The plaintiff  
claimed that elements of his three-part Carnival of Souls 
comic book series were used to create a carnival-based 
storyline in the show’s fourth season.21 To analyze the 
plaintiff ’s claim under the extrinsic test for copyright 
infringement, the district court used a smattering of 
Ninth Circuit precedent,22 and within this authority laid 
a simple explanation for why the plaintiff  never stood a 
chance, regardless of his claim’s merits (or lack thereof):

[The court] must take care to inquire only 
whether the protectable elements, standing alone, 
are substantially similar. … In so doing, [the court] 
filter[s] out and disregard[s] the non-protectable 
elements in making [the] substantial similarity 
determination.23

This is the standard that smothers most plaintiff s’ 
claims before they can even take their fi rst breath, as 
courts are able to isolate individual similarities brought 
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to their attention, quickly classify them as unprotected 
elements (such as individual character archetypes, plot 
points, and themes), and remove them from analytical 
consideration.24 At the end of the process, the plaintiff  
is left with nothing, and the claim is subsequently dis-
missed.25 This defense strategy, time and again, simply 
works like a charm.

The “protectable elements, standing alone” standard 
comes from a 1995 Second Circuit decision26 and was 
adopted by the Ninth Circuit in the Cavalier v.  Random 
House27 decision in 2002, under the claim that it  comported 
with prior Ninth Circuit jurisprudence.28 Cavalier has 
been cited regularly since for the propositions that courts 
should not only look at “protectable elements, standing 
alone” in assessing substantial  similarity, but also “fi lter out 
and disregard the non-protectable elements.”29 The prob-
lem is that the Cavalier court plucked that second part out 
of thin air; it is not in the Second Circuit standard,30 and 
goes beyond prior Ninth Circuit case law.31

Cavalier claimed to fi nd support in the 1994 decision 
in Apple Computer v. Microsoft Corp., in which the Ninth 
Circuit held that, when conducting an extrinsic analysis, 
“unprotectable ideas [in a work] must be separated from 
potentially protectable expression” through analytic 
dissection in order to determine on what a fi nding of 
infringement may be based.32  Indeed, the Ninth Circuit 
in Apple treated the word “fi lter” as synonymous with 
“identify,” indicating that to fi lter unprotected elements 
does not mean to then ignore them entirely.33 Cavalier 
took this holding a step further, however, by construing 
Apple to mean that “a court must filter out and disregard 
the non-protectable elements in making its substantial 
similarity determination.”34 This command seemed to 
contravene the Ninth Circuit’s holding in 1990’s Shaw 
v. Lindheim that a common “pattern [that] is suffi  ciently 
concrete ... warrant[s] a fi nding of substantial similarity,” 
even where no individual element within that pattern 
is “remarkably unusual in and of itself.”35 After all, how 
can a court protect a “pattern” of unprotected elements 
within a work if it is forced to fi rst fi lter out and disregard 
all the unprotected elements?

Cavalier attempted to support its interpretation of 
Apple with two pre-1991 cases (one of them being Shaw) 
stating that infringement must be based on the copy-
ing of protectable elements in a work.36 Once more, it 
seemed to miss the fact that a protectable  element could 
be composed of individually non-protected elements, 
and that disregarding those unprotected elements (rather 
than simply cognitively separating them from inherently 
protected elements) before looking for substantial simi-
larity is to potentially disregard a protected element as well. 
This point had been made not just by the Ninth Circuit 
in Shaw, but by the Supreme Court of the United States 

in 1991’s Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service 
Co., which affi  rmed that “choices as to selection and 
arrangement, so long as they are made independently by 
the compiler and entail a minimal degree of creativity, 
are suffi  ciently original that Congress may protect such 
compilations through the copyright laws.”37 It is impor-
tant to note that the Feist decision post-dates Cavalier’s 
citations to the contrary. 

Feist’s holding—that a creative selection and arrange-
ment of otherwise unprotected material can be eligible 
for copyright protection—clearly vindicated Shaw and 
fl ies in the face of Cavalier’s interpretation of Apple. The 
only way Cavalier could stand was if it did not apply to 
cases in which a protected selection and arrangement of 
otherwise unprotected elements was asserted. Indeed, 
in 2003 the Ninth Circuit seemed to take that position 
in Metcalf v. Bochco, affi  rming the Feist-like notion that 
“[t]he particular sequence in which an author strings a 
signifi cant number of unprotectable elements can itself 
be a protectable element.”38 The court further noted 
that “[neither Apple nor Cavalier] hold otherwise.”39 
Metcalf’s solution was to distinguish Cavalier as having 
dealt only with random similarities scattered through-
out works, rather than concrete patterns.40 Because the 
Cavalier plaintiff  “apparently did not make an argument 
based on the overall selection and sequencing of these 
similarities,” the Ninth Circuit found that it was not 
applicable to a claim where that contention was made.41

The Ninth Circuit’s distinction was an attractive one; 
it would preclude Cavalier’s interpretation of Apple from 
applying when a Metcalf-style selection and arrangement 
was alleged to be protectable, thereby comporting with 
what Shaw advocated and Feist mandated. Yet shortly 
thereafter, the Ninth Circuit twice distinguished Metcalf 
as only applicable when there has been an admission 
of access by the defendant42 (as there was in Shaw43). 
This appears to have eff ectively created a condition 
precedent (admitted access) to use of the selection and 
arrangement test where none ever has been found to be 
required. Without access, Metcalf does not apply; without 
Metcalf, the court treats similarity between unprotected 
elements of a work as “random,” and Cavalier applies; if 
Cavalier applies, those unprotected elements are disre-
garded before an extrinsic analysis; and if unprotected 
elements are disregarded before an extrinsic analysis, 
there is eff ectively nothing left.

Clearly, a quiet dismantling of copyright’s balance has 
taken place. The Supreme Court laid out a straightfor-
ward rule in Feist, which the Ninth Circuit seemed to 
follow both before (Shaw) and afterward (Apple, Metcalf) 
with no mention at any time of any condition prec-
edent to protecting patterns of individually unprotected 
elements. Yet over the last decade, the Ninth Circuit 
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unceremoniously has ignored and constricted that test 
to a level that almost no plaintiff  can possibly overcome. 
This preoccupation with admitted access seems specifi -
cally designed to frustrate creators in Hollywood, who 
will almost never have knowledge of the inner machi-
nations of the studios with whom they must deal to 
have their work produced. Even Nimmer on Copyright, 
the leading treatise in the fi eld, recognizes this: “Just as 
it is virtually impossible to off er direct proof of copy-
ing, so it is often impossible for a plaintiff  to off er direct 
evidence that defendant (or the person who composed 
defendant’s work) actually viewed or had knowledge 
of plaintiff ’s work. Such viewing will ordinarily have 
occurred, if at all, in a private offi  ce or home outside of 
the presence of any witnesses available to the plaintiff .”44 
Absent a confessional communiqué or surveillance tape 
of a studio hire pouring over the plaintiff ’s work, there 
always will be some measure of speculation or inference 
required to show “actual copying”—even the claim in 
Feist heavily relied on probative similarities.45 Yet now 
plaintiff s seemingly are barred from properly demon-
strating substantial similarity unless they can directly 
prove access fi rst.

Indeed, comparing Ninth Circuit precedent 
appears to demonstrate that often, the only diff er-
ence between a winning and losing claim can be 
an access admission, as shown in Exhibit 1. These 
similarities, which certainly appear to give rise to 
“concrete patterns” by stacking specifi c similarities 
on top of general similarities to create copyright-
able totalities, are sourced directly from the pub-
lished opinions of the Ninth Circuit; it is diffi  cult to 
believe that any slight variations between them are 
the diff erence between potential infringement and 
no potential infringement. Yet in Metcalf, the court 
found a material issue of fact on substantial similarity 
and reversed the grant of summary judgment to the 
studio-defendant,46 while in Funky Films, the court 
took up the role of fact-fi nder and distinguished the 
similarities on its own accord to reach a verdict in 
favor of the studio-defendant.47 The court in Funky 
Films does not explain what compelled it to diff er in 
its analysis, only that its comparison “reveals greater, 
more signifi cant diff erences and few real similarities 
at the levels of plot, characters, themes, mood, pace, 
dialogue, or sequence.”48 This  hearkens back to the 

Metcalf v. Bochco Funky Films, Inc. v. Time Warner
294 F.3d 1069, 1073-74 (9th Cir. 2002)
(Access admitted by defendant)

462 F.3d 1072, 1077-80 (9th Cir. 2006)
(Access not admitted by defendant)

•  Concerns an overburdened county hospital in inner-city 
Los Angeles with mostly black staff .

•  Concerns a small funeral home and the lives of the family 
members who operate it after the sudden death of the 
father who had for decades run the business.

• Deals with issues of poverty, race relations and urban blight. •  Deals with themes of death, relationships, and sex.

•  Main characters are young, good-looking, muscular black 
surgeons.

•  Main characters are brothers who inherit equal shares 
of the business

•  Both surgeons grew up in the same neighborhood where 
the hospital is located.

•  Both older brothers live in a distant city, working outside 
the funeral industry.

•  Both surgeons wrestle to decide between private practice 
or working in the inner city.

•  Both older brothers wrestle to decide whether to sell off  
the family business or save it from dilapidation.

•  In both works, the hospital’s bid for reaccreditation is 
vehemently opposed by a Hispanic politician.

•  In both works, the brothers are approached by a rival 
funeral home hoping to buy their business for cheap.

•  Both surgeons are romantically involved with young 
professional women when they arrive at the hospital, but 
develop strong attractions to once-married and childless 
hospital administrators in their thirties. The attractions 
fl ourish and culminate in a kiss, but are strained when 
the administrator observes a display of physical intimacy 
between the surgeon and his original love interest.

•  Both businesses are shown to be fi nancially fragile at the 
beginning of their stories, in debt and operating out of 
substandard facilities with obsolete equipment and a hearse 
that stalls. In the process of reviving the business, the other 
brother creatively uses the parlor to stage musical enter-
tainment, while the younger brother changes his church 
affi  liation to increase the client base of the business.

Exhibit 1—Comparison of Claim’s Success Based on Whether Access Is Admitted
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new unprecedented doctrine of “substantial dissimi-
larity” promulgated by the Ninth Circuit in 2006, 
which has its own set of doctrinal problems.49

Given the above, it is unsurprising that author- 
plaintiff s are increasingly relying not on copyright claims 
to protect the works they submit to studios, but on con-
tract claims; after all, if access is now all but required 
to survive a motion for summary judgment on both 
copyright and contract claims, a plaintiff  might as well 
opt for the one that requires a lesser degree of similarity 
between the works in question. Yet, even these claims 
are now rife with pitfalls for the unsuspecting plaintiff .

The Increasing Dependence 
on Contract Claims

In the United States, the protection of artistic works 
from unauthorized third-party use is overwhelmingly 
governed by the 1976 Copyright Act (the ‘76 Act), 
which covers all “original works of authorship fi xed 
in any tangible medium of expression.”50 Prior to pas-
sage of the ‘76 Act, artistic works also were protectable 
through numerous state law claims, such as common 
law copyright, misappropriation, plagiarism, and unfair 
competition.51 The utility of these claims lay in the fact 
that copyright protection is limited to expressions of 
ideas,52 while the ideas themselves are deemed to be 
“as free as the air.”53 State claims, however, were able to 
account for instances when taking and using a plaintiff ’s 
intellectual endeavors, although within the allowances 
of copyright, was nonetheless deemed inequitable.54

Author-plaintiffs are increasingly 
relying not on copyright claims to 
protect the works they submit to 
studios, but on contract claims.

Problematically for plaintiff s, however, the ‘76 Act 
eff ectively wiped most of these alternate claims off  
the map through implementation of 17 U.S.C. § 301, 
which provides that “all legal or equitable rights that 
are equivalent to any of the exclusive rights within the 
general scope of copyright ... are governed exclusively 
by [federal copyright law].  Therefore, no person is enti-
tled to any such right or equivalent right in any such 
work under the common law or statutes of any State.”55 
As defendants have learned to fi nesse the contours of 
copyright law, they have also aggressively sought to pre-
clude any ancillary state law claims, ensuring where suc-
cessful (such as in the Second Circuit56) that plaintiff s’ 
arsenals against them are extremely limited.

In the Ninth Circuit, however, one strain of state law 
protection lives on despite the preemptive power of 
§ 301—namely, contract claims.57 This is because 
 copyright, at its core, is a property-based interest; an 
author who possesses a valid copyright has the abil-
ity to exclude the rest of the world from using his or 
her copyrighted work in unapproved ways, much as a 
landowner can exclude trespassers. Similarly, § 301 only 
precludes state law claims based on proprietary notions 
(such as conversion) that essentially replicate the rights 
provided by the ‘76 Act.58 Because contract claims 
derive their power through the voluntary assent of par-
ties to be bound, their scope is not necessarily limited 
to any uniform set of rights and remedies (such as those 
granted by the ‘76 Act). This allows them to avoid fed-
eral preemption so long as they “protect rights that are 
qualitatively diff erent from the rights protected by copy-
right.”59 Most often, this is accomplished by alleging an 
“extra element” that exceeds the bounds of what can 
typically be accomplished by copyright (thus changing 
the nature of the claim), such as impliedly conditioning 
the use of the work not on mere permission (which is 
inherent to copyright), but on compensation (which is 
not provided for in the ‘76 Act).60

The genesis of this claim formula (payment as an 
“extra element”) lies in the now-classic 1956 California 
case of Desny v. Wilder, in which the plaintiff -author 
had called a famous director’s offi  ce and orally pitched 
his concept for a fi lm to the director’s secretary, condi-
tioning its use upon payment.61 Because the secretary 
had accepted the conditions of the pitch, her appar-
ent authority was enough to bind the director,62 and 
the contractual nature of the claim was able to protect 
the ideas of the pitch where copyright could not.63 The 
Ninth Circuit’s 2004 ruling in Grosso v. Miramax upheld 
Desny in the face of potential § 301 preemption,64 and 
its 2011 en banc ruling in Montz v. Pilgrim Films & Televi-
sion Inc.65 even expanded the Desny formula to include 
not just contracts for remuneration, but partnerships to 
develop submitted materials.

Based on this historical trend of staving off  federal 
preemption, one might think that the Ninth Circuit 
was looking out for author-plaintiff s in the face of stu-
dio leverage. In reality, however, the implied-in-fact 
contract has been largely reduced to a paper tiger, with 
enough disqualifying features nibbling at its edges to 
make successful assertion of the doctrine a Herculean 
task at best. In this way, the Ninth Circuit has done to 
idea theft what it also has done to copyright—kept 
the plaintiff -friendly theories on the books while still 
providing defendants all the tools they need to short-
circuit them, regardless of the merits of a plaintiff ’s 
claim.
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A prime example of the foregoing can be seen in 
the 2007 case of Hollywood Screentest of America v. NBC 
Universal, Inc.,66 where the plaintiff  submitted the idea 
for a reality television show to NBC. Not only did the 
plaintiff  have lengthy and extensive communications 
with a high-ranking executive at NBC, he even man-
aged to procure a confi dentiality agreement from the 
network.67 After a year of discussions, NBC passed on 
the project, but soon thereafter produced a substan-
tially similar project that prompted the lawsuit.68 In its 
motion for summary judgment, NBC submitted decla-
rations claiming that the substantially similar project had 
been brought to it, fully developed, by an independent 
producer with no knowledge of the plaintiff ’s work after 
the plaintiff  submitted his ideas;69 of course, the plaintiff  
was unable to submit direct evidence his idea was used by 
the second producer,70 and the court found the decla-
rations to constitute independent creation as a matter 
of law.71

An author who possesses a valid 
copyright has the ability to exclude 
the rest of the world from using his 
or her copyrighted work in unapproved 
ways, much as a landowner can 
exclude trespassers.

The ability for a defendant to acquire summary judg-
ment based on self-serving declarations unless a plaintiff  
can demonstrate direct evidence of use has many trou-
bling implications. In practice, it is diffi  cult to fathom 
when a defendant will not be able to claim such inde-
pendent creation, either by pointing to prior works con-
taining similar ideas (a relatively simple task given that 
“there is nothing new under the sun”72) or by having 
third parties willing to attest to such creation (whether 
real or fabricated). With the burden then shifted, a plain-
tiff  will have to produce a smoking gun piece of evi-
dence that demonstrates the defendant’s statements to 
be false; a gun he is unlikely to fi nd if the defendant 
has maintained clean internal communications. So long 
as the defendant sticks to his story that he, the party 
bound by the implied contract, did not actually contrib-
ute to his new production partner’s work (which just 
happened to yield the same ideas the defendant was not 
to use), the contract has no practical eff ect.

It must be noted that, prior to Hollywood Screentest, the 
courts did not make it so simple for defendants to utilize 
the virtually bulletproof shield of independent creation; 
for example, in Donahue v. United Artists Corp.,73 it was 
held that the evidence for independent creation had to 

be “clear, positive, uncontradicted and of such a nature 
that it cannot rationally be disbelieved” to be accepted 
as a matter of law.74 Yet the court in  Hollywood Screentest 
cites to the same case law as Donahue for the propo-
sition that direct evidence of independent creation, by 
itself, meets this standard.75 Nowhere does it mention 
the “clear, positive, uncontradicted and of such a nature 
that it cannot rationally be disbelieved” requirement 
formerly attached to the standard, which grants future 
courts the opportunity to easily dismantle the require-
ment altogether if they choose to selectively cite to 
Hollywood Screentest (much as was done to the selection 
and arrangement test of copyright by selectively citing 
to Cavalier76). Once again, plaintiff s are faced with the 
prospect of virtual impotence against studio-defendants, 
who may now be able to subvert the few remaining 
doctrines helpful to plaintiff s through mere self-serving 
denials. 

Conclusion
Since the “death of copyright” was fi rst highlighted 

in 2010,77 it was hoped that the judiciary might take 
notice of the inherent inequities pointed out and seek 
to restore balance to the laws of copyright (and related 
protections). As this article has demonstrated, that has 
not occurred. Because authors lack the organization 
and resources of the major studios and networks, it is 
unclear how great an impact they can have on further 
doctrinal evolution. For now, authors can only reiterate 
their prior pleas to the Ninth Circuit: This current path 
taken by the judiciary is decidedly not the sort of bal-
ance that copyright (and idea protection) require. The 
point of protecting intellectual property, as enunciated 
by the Constitution, is to “promote the Progress of Sci-
ence and useful Arts.”78 While the courts may believe 
that sheltering studios from suit helps prevent the sti-
fl ing of their artistic expression, stripping authors of vir-
tually any hope of prevailing on infringement claims 
is just as chilling to the arts as making it too easy to 
assert those claims. As with most legal fi elds, intellectual 
property requires balance in order to function properly. 
Litigating for plaintiff s in this area of the law has never 
been a walk in the park, but it absolutely should not be 
a death-march.
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